The hydrodynamics of the superfluid interior of a neutron star--and associated relaxation phenomena presumably susceptible to observation--are quite sensitive to the isotropic energy gap A k of the neutron matter of F the crustal layers [1] . The most quantitative evaluation of A 'is the F variational calculation of Yang and Clark [2] based on a wave function incorporating short-range Jastrow correlations as well as longer-range pairing or BCS correlations. For pure neutron matter and an adequately realistic two-neutron potential, these authors find that A peaks at F k = 0.72 fm-1 , with a value Ak F = 2.45•MeV.
It has been argued by Pines [3] that this kind of evaluation is likely to yield a result for the energy gap which is on the low side, because the polarizability of the neutron medium has been essentially neglected. According to an estimate by Pines and Pethick, polarization of the medium tends to enhance a "bare" attractive 1 S0 interaction between two neutrons with wave vectors k, -k near the Fermi surface. The enhancement factor was found to be (1+ Fo ) -1 , where F is the leading Landau Fermi-liquid parameter appearing in the Legendre expansion of the spin-symmetric part of the interaction between two quasiparticles on the Fermi surface. With F ti -0.7, a substantial amplification of the pairing matrix elements would result, and the energy gap a , .id condensation energy, which are extremely sensitive functions of these matrix elements, would increase dramatically.
Indeed, these considerations raise the intriguing possibility that polarization and pairing may conspire to bring about a first-order phase transition in low-density neutron matter or even a bound s'.ate, metastable or stable.
In this note we shall take a closer look at the singlet-state quasiparticle interaction in neutron matter. Our considerations will be based on the results of a detailed evaluation of the Landau Fermi-liquid parameters for pure neutron matter [4] including polarization effects, i.e., including the interaction induced by exchange of density and spin-density excitations. It will be concluded that, owing to the spin-dependence of the quasiparticle interaction, and ultimately the balance of attraction, repulsion and spin-dependence in the fundamental two-neutron interaction, polarization actually works to suppress rather than to enhance the pairing matrix elements.
In the theory of Babu and Brown [51 the Landau quasiparticle interaction energy is approximated as
where the "direct" part 6d is obtained by functional differentiation of the lowest-order Brueckner approximation to the ground-state energy and the "induced" part of 5i a);ses from exchange of density and spin-density excitations. The induced interaction between quasiparticles with wave vectors k l ,k 2 , in individual spin states s l ,s 2 , is given by
and represented graphically in fig. 1 , where the blob stands for the response function (6n psa16u p ,^0 ) q,O . 3abu and Brown furnish a transport equation for (dn e,a /&u e ,^s ) q,w in terms of the full interaction paa(p,p').
(N.B. dn p,a is the change in the quasiparticle occupation number n p,a due *to a weak external potential dup,g(q_,w)> where 9,w is the four-vector of the induced disturbance.) Strictly, (2) applies to the long-wavelength limit q = Ikl-k21 + O;an extrapolation from this limit is performed as described in refs. [4, 6] , permitting (2) (with use of (1) and the transport equation) to be solved.for the induced interaction S i . Certain diagrams must be omitted from_the direct part of 6 so as to avoid double counting.
The spin dependence of the quasiparticle interaction takes the form
and similarly for bi and 6 d . The spin-symmetric part f and the spinantisymmetric part g may be expanded in Legendre polynomials of x = cos(kl,k2): 
Here we use an arrow notation for the individual spin states s1, 
1+ FoU(q) 1 + G0U(q)
Gle note that at these densities D and higher even waves are to -1, polarization effects would still enhance the singlet quasiparticle interaction even if the spin-dependence of the quasiparticle interaction were taken into account.
For the direct part of the quasir ,rticle interaction we may take the renormalized form [61
where t is the Brueckner reaction operator defined in terms of the usual choice of single-particle spectrum having a jump at the Fermi surface (7) of energy E C which Yang and. Clark obtain with their Ja strov,-uCS trial wave function, over the ,iMpj.e jastrow-Fermi das energy evaluation, is surely genuine. However, it could be that the Jastrow wave function used for the normal ground state does not adequately incorporate the effects of low-lying virtual excitations(especially those corresponding to polarization of the medium). It could be that an improved superstate trial wave function, incorporating short-range correlations, polarization effects, and pairing correlations, would lead to essentially the same or a somewhat increased energy gain, but with a substantial reduction in the optimal energy gap Ltk F . We are currently looking into this possibility.
Evidently a workable first-principles theory of pairing in the presence of both short-range correlations and polarization is needed.
